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1.8 Computer Development of the Medical Accelerator CO-LINE
by EJankowski and R.Hornung

The computer development of the CO-LINE is based on two computer configurations. The
operation and control of the accelerator is performed by computer configured VME modules. It works
under real time multipurpose operation system OS-9. The communication between operator and the whole
system is ensured by an IBM-PC, which is connected with the VME system with a serial interface. Such
option was adopted to facilitate further development of the system, to enable connection with other systems
and for economic reasons.

The operator's computer configuration is composed of:
* microprocessor 486;
* hard disk;
* floppy disk drive;
* two serial ports;
* keyboard;
* mouse;
* two SVGA graphic cards and one SVGA card multiplexer;
* two colour monitors.

One graphic card operates the operator's monitor, the other one - the positioning monitor placed
in a bunker.

The VME system is composed of:
* VM30 system driver with 32-bit main processor 16-bit operational processor;
* VADI-4 analogue-digital converter (12 bits; 2.7 IMS/300 kHz);
* four universal I/O VMOD-2 interfaces configured through a system of overlays as a/d and d/a converters.

The software of the VME system consists of main programme and subprograms which operate
particular components of the accelerator. Analogue signals, led to the vadi-4 panel, are measured within
a cycle of a few milliseconds; power pulses of a dose from each ion chamber are subjected to digital
intergrated.

Control subprograms:
* controlling of the size exposure fields and of the collimator turn;
* regulation of high voltage;
* controlling of the arm turn;
* controlling of the gun filament current (stabilization of the power of a dose);
* controlling of the magnetron tuner (ACF).
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Fig.l Controlling of the Filament Current.
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Fig.2 Controlling of the Fraqucncy (ACF).

Fig.l depicts the response of a dosimeter track (dose power) to a command signal. Fig.2 shows
the characteristic curve of the magnetron tuner control (ACF), driven by a stepping motor. One tick on
the abscissa axis corresponds to 1 second.

1.9 Digital Memory of the Display in the POLEX 11 PLUS Simulator
by M.Gorski

A digital display memory for the produced X-ray simulator was designed. The purpose of the
memory is to freeze the fluoroscopic image seen on the TV screen; to improve its quality; to make it
possible to design shields necessary in radiotherapy; to store the image on the disk.

The digital display memory is designed for work in an integrated system of the computer controlled
simulator. A card which functions as a frame grabber with 8-bit luminance signal processing is installed in
a standard PC computer, which may additionally control readouts and movements of the simulator. Such
solution is much cheaper than facilities, capable only to process and record images, offered by western
firms.

Because of special ergonomical requirements as regards the work with the patient, it is not possible
to use directly the software available on the market.

Most important procedures of the programme are as follows:
* automatic noise reduction by balancing the contents of TV frames;
* extending of a given grey image range for the whole available grey range in order to expose details which
are almost invisible at the original image. This procedure is especially useful to handle a section of the
image;
* non-linear filters; graphic and measurement functions.

At freezing, a text file, which includes patient's data and actual position of the table and simulator,
is recorded automatically along with the image contents.


